PRODUCT FEATURES
• Easy installation into sheetrock or drop ceilings
• Heavy duty construction - vandal proof
• Durable 7” polycarbonate dome
• Housing extends only 3.7” below ceiling
• Designed for the WV-CS584, WV-SC588A/387A/385/384
  Pan/Tilt Cameras
• Includes a decorative trim ring with security screws
• Plenum rated metal top
• Units available with a clear or smoked lower dome

MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Size: 11.5” x 11.8” x 11.8” (292mm x 300mm x 300mm)
Weight: 8 lbs. (3.6 kg) (without camera)
Construction:
  Metal back box: .08” stamped aluminum
  Decorative Trim Ring: Die cast aluminum
  Lower Dome: Optically correct, injection molded polycarbonate

Electrical Input: (1) .875” knockout

SHIPPING
10 lbs/15”x15”x12” (4.5kg / 381mm x 381mm x 305mm)

DESCRIPTION

The PIDV7CN & PIDV7SN are vandal proof indoor ceiling housings. Each features a 7” polycarbonate dome, which accommodate Panasonic WV-CS584, WV-SC588A/387A/385/384 cameras. The upper body is made of stamped steel and a white die cast aluminum trim ring gives the housing a clean look. The PIDV7CN includes a clear lower dome cover. The PIDV7SN includes a smoked lower dome cover.
BID SPECIFICATIONS

The vandal proof recessed ceiling housing shall be a Panasonic model PIDV7CN, PIDV7SN or equivalent. The housings have been designed and engineered for Panasonic's WV-CS584, WV-SC588A/387A/385/384 cameras. The back box shall be constructed from .08" thick aluminum and be capable of being installed in its entirety from below the ceiling. The steel top will measure 6.75" (h) x 11.18" (d). The lower injection molded Polycarbonate dome shall be available in clear or smoked material. The PIDV7SN includes a smoked lower dome and the PIDV7CN includes a clear lower dome. The lower dome shall be made from injection molded Polycarbonate, and held in place by a heavy-duty aluminum trim ring. The product shall be designed to be installed in either sheetrock or drop ceilings. Three spring clips will allow for adjustment to the ceiling material thickness.